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Abstract. Automatic image annotation is a promising solution to enable the semantic
based image retrieval via keywords. However it is still in its infancy and is not sophisticated enough to extract perfect semantic concepts according to image low-level features,
often producing noisy keywords irrelevant to image semantics, which may be an obstacle
to getting high-quality image retrieval. So in this paper, we propose a novel extended
probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) to improve the performance of automatic
image annotation. On one hand, the traditional bag-of-visual-words model is improved by
integrating the contextual semantic information among visual words based on the PLSA
model. Meanwhile, the approximation strategy of pseudo-likelihood in Markov random
ﬁeld (MRF) is introduced to combine the feature appearance similarity in feature domain and the contextual semantic information in spatial domain. On the other hand,
since the traditional expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm used to train the PLSA
model is sensitive to its initialization, so a rival penalized competitive learning (RPCL)
based method is employed to overcome this deﬁciency and to provide a good initial estimate of this model. Conducted experiments on the standard Corel5k image dataset
demonstrate that the proposed method is signiﬁcantly more eﬀective than several stateof-the-art approaches regarding their eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency in the task of automatic
image annotation.
Keywords: Automatic image annotation, PLSA, RPCL, MRF, Image retrieval

1. Introduction. Automatic image annotation (AIA) has been an active research topic
in the recent years due to its potentially large impact on both image understanding and
web/database image search. AIA aims to provide an eﬃcient and eﬀective searching environment for users to query their images more easily, but current image retrieval systems
are still not very accurate when assigning images into a large number of keyword classes.
Automatic image annotation usually includes two types of tasks. First, image annotation
assigns descriptive metadata (e.g., caption) to a given (entire) image. Second, region annotation annotates each object (e.g., image region) within a given image with appropriate
textual tags. From the literature, it can be clearly observed that the current techniques
for AIA can be summarized into two categories. The ﬁrst one poses image annotation as
a supervised classiﬁcation problem, which treats each semantic word or concept as an independent class and assigns each word or concept one classiﬁer. To be more speciﬁc, such
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kind of approaches predicts the annotations for a new image by computing the similarity
at the visual level and propagating the corresponding words subsequently. Representative
work includes the asymmetrical support vector machine based multiple-instance learning
[1] and supervised formulation for semantic image annotation and retrieval [2], etc. In contrast, the second category treats the words and visual tokens in each image as equivalent
features in diﬀerent modalities. Followed by image annotation is formalized via modeling
the joint distribution of visual and textual features on the training data and predicting the
missing textual features for a new image. Representative research includes the translation
model (TM) [3] which treated AIA as a process of translation from a set of blob tokens
to a set of keywords, cross-media relevance model (CMRM) [4] by assuming the blobs
and words were mutually independent given a speciﬁc image, continuous space relevance
model (CRM) [5], multiple Bernoulli relevance model (MBRM) [6] and dual cross-media
relevance model [7], etc. Particularly the latent aspect models such as probabilistic latent
semantic analysis (PLSA) [8-9], latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [10-11] and correlated
topic model (CTM) [12], etc. By comparison, the former approach is relatively direct and
natural to be understood. However, its performance is limited with the increase of the
number of the semantic concepts and explosive multimedia data on the web. On the other
hand, the latter often requires large-scale parameters to be estimated and the accuracy is
strongly aﬀected by the quantity and quality of the training data available. This paper
focuses on PLSA model to implement the task of AIA. More detailed reviews on PLSA
will be summarized in the next section.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work,
particularly PLSA model applied in the ﬁeld of image annotation and retrieval as well
as the improvements of PLSA itself. Section 3 elaborates the proposed EPLSA from the
aspects of the construction of the proposed bag-of-visual-words model and its parameter
estimation. In Section 4, conducted experiments are reported and analyzed based on the
Corel5k dataset. Finally, Section 5 presents some concluding remarks and future work.
2. Related Work. Probabilistic topic model (PTM) with hidden topic variables, originally developed for statistical text modeling of large document collections, has recently
been an active topic of research for multimedia representation and annotation in both
computer vision and pattern recognition. As a representative PTM, probabilistic latent
semantic analysis has been widely applied in a variety of diﬀerent image processing tasks,
such as image annotation, image retrieval and image classiﬁcation, etc. (1) Image annotation. PLSA-WORDS [9] allowed modeling of an image as a mixture of latent aspects
that was deﬁned by its text captions for which the conditional distributions over aspects
were estimated only from the textual modality. In order to extract eﬀective features to
reﬂect the intrinsic content of images as complete as possible, Zhang et al.[13] put forward
a multi-feature PLSA (MF-PLSA) to tackle the problem by combining low-level visual
features for image region annotation in that it handled data from two diﬀerent visual feature domains. In recent work of [14], Guo et al. constructed a supervised PLSA (S-PLSA)
model to improve image segmentation by using the classiﬁcation results together with an
integrated framework based on PLSA and S-PLSA to accommodate segmentation and
annotation procedures, etc. (2) Image retrieval. In [15], a multilayer PLSA was developed to eliminate the noisiest words generated by the vocabulary building process. In the
meanwhile, a spatial weighting scheme was adopted to reﬂect the information about the
spatial structure of the images. After that the authors built visual phrases from groups
of visual words that were involved in strong association rules. In addition, the standard
PLSA model was extended to higher order for image indexing by treating images, visual
features and tags as three observable variables of an aspect model [16], whose purpose
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was to learn a space of latent topics that incorporated the semantics of both visual and
tag information. (3) Image classification. In the work of [17], Lu et al. put forward a
rival penalized competitive learning based method to provide an initial estimate for PLSA
model used in image categorization through directly maximizing the likelihood function
based on the observed data. Subsequently a histogram was utilized to represent the spatial relationships between objects in [18], and then the PLSA was extended by considering
the spatial relationships between topics (SR-PLSA) to model the image as the input for
support vector machine to classify the scene. In addition, a co-regularized probabilistic
latent semantic analysis (Co-PLSA)[19] was proposed for multi-view clustering, etc.
Alternatively, as far as the PLSA model itself is concerned, it can be improved from the
following four aspects. (1) Initialization. The performance of PLSA is strongly aﬀected
by the initialization of the model. Since the expectation maximization algorithm used to
train the PLSA model is sensitive to its initialization. Hence a method for identifying
a good initialization or alternatively a good trained model is very important. The early
notable research leveraged latent semantic analysis to better initialize the parameters of
a corresponding PLSA model [20], and the EM algorithm was then employed to further
reﬁne the initial estimate. Thereafter Rodner et al.[21] proposed to use an ensemble of
PLSA models that were trained using random fractions of the training data for scene
recognition. Besides, Lu et al.[17] exploited rival penalized competitive learning method
to initialize the PLSA model, etc. (2) Visual words. In [22], PLSA was employed to
region-based image classiﬁcation and two soft vector quantization methods were proposed
to tackle the small sample problem in visual vocabulary construction. Afterwards Wang
et al.[23] proposed a method to build an eﬀective visual vocabulary by using hierarchical
Gaussian mixture model instead of traditional clustering methods, etc. (3) Adding
hidden layers. In [24], the standard single-layer PLSA model was extended to multiple
multimodal layers (MM-PLSA), which consisted of two leaf-PLSA (here from two diﬀerent
data modalities: image tags and visual image features) and a single top-level PLSA node
merging the two leaf-PLSA. Besides, a correlated probabilistic latent semantic analysis
model [25] was proposed by introducing a correlation layer between images and latent
topics to incorporate the image correlations. (4) Integrating with other models. In
[17], Lu et al. integrated PLSA with ensemble-based SVM for image categorization. The
work by Zhuang et al.[26] combined PLSA with visual attention model to create AMPLSA. However, this kind of algorithm just added a preprocessing to PLSA and did not
change the essence of it. In addition, the PLSA was implemented for scene classiﬁcation
under the framework of multi-instance multi-label learning [27]. Followed by Ergul et
al.[28] fused spatial pyramid matching (SPM) and probabilistic latent semantic analysis
for scene classiﬁcation. In the literature [29], an image annotation system was developed
by integrating the PLSA model and canonical correlation analysis. A recent work by
Cheng et al.[30] integrated the unsupervised PLSA model and k-nearest neighbor classiﬁer
for automatic landslide detection. In more recent work [9], a reﬁning image annotation
method was proposed by combining PLSA and random walk model, etc.
As brieﬂy reviewed above, most of the PLSA related models can achieve encouraging
performance and motivate us to explore image annotation with the help of their excellent
experiences and knowledge. So in this paper, we present a novel extended PLSA for the
task of automatic image annotation (abbreviated as EPLSA). On one side, the traditional
bag-of-visual-words model is improved by fusing the contextual semantic information
among visual words based on PLSA. At the same time, the approximation strategy of
pseudo-likelihood in Markov random ﬁeld is introduced to combine the feature appearance
similarity in feature domain and the contextual information in spatial domain. On the
other side, since the traditional EM used to train the PLSA model is sensitive to its
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initialization, a rival penalized competitive learning based method is leveraged to overcome
this deﬁciency and to provide a good initial estimate of the EPLSA. Extensive experiments
on the standard Corel5k dataset validate the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the proposed
model.
3. The Proposed EPLSA. In this section, the proposed EPLSA will be elaborated from
two aspects of the bag-of-visual-words (BoVW) model and the rival penalized competitive
learning based method, respectively.
3.1. BoVW model. In the recent past, many PLSA models for automatic image annotation are limited by the scope of the representation. In particular, they failed to fully
exploit the contextual information of images and words. Based on this recognition and
motivated by the latest research [31], a novel bag-of-visual-words model is constructed by
integrating the contextual semantic information among visual words based on the PLSA
model. In the meanwhile, the approximation strategy of pseudo-likelihood in MRF is
introduced to combine the feature appearance similarity in feature domain and the contextual semantic information in spatial domain. Fig. 1 illustrates the scheme of the built
BoVW model. To be speciﬁc, each image is ﬁrst divided into rectangular blocks in the
feature domain, followed by the SIFT features of these image blocks are extracted, and the
k-means algorithm is used to deﬁne visual words for image blocks, which is basically the
same as the construction of the traditional bag-of-visual words model. It should be noted
that, here, the Euclidean distance is utilized to measure the distance between the image
blocks and visual words. On the other hand, as for the spatial correlation of image blocks,
it can be estimated by the distribution of image blocks in image space. Note that both
image blocks and their corresponding visual words serve as initial values of the model.
Subsequently, according to Eq.(1), the contextual semantic co-occurrence relationship between the blocks and their surrounding visual words can be obtained based on the PLSA
model. Finally, the Markov random ﬁeld is employed to integrate the feature appearance
similarity in feature domain and the contextual semantic information in spatial domain
through its potential functions.
∑
exp(β i∈N (i) p(wi , wj ))
∑
P (wi |wN (i) ) = ∑
(1)
j∈N (i) p(wi , wj ))
wi exp(β
where β is used to control the intensity of the neighborhood interaction, wi denotes the
image blocks. In addition, the distance function between image blocks and visual words
is deﬁned as below,
d2 (xi , wk )
d2m (xi , wk ) =
(2)
PG (wi = k|wN (i) )
where PG (wi = k|wN (i) ) denotes the prior probability of xi belonging to class k under the
conditions of neighborhood class label wN (i) .
Up to this point, the complete procedure of the BoVW model can be succinctly described as follows.
S 1. input image blocks X = xi , the maximum iteration number T , threshold ε, and the
initial visual words W = wu .
S 2. calculate the contextual semantic co-occurrence probability P (wi |wN (i) ) of image
blocks.
S 3. update the distance of image block and visual word. Note that if zi denotes the
corresponding visual words after image block i updated, then
zi = argmin d2m (xi , wk )
16k6M

(3)
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Figure 1. Scheme of the constructed BoVW model
It is also worth noting that Ni is set to 0 if z keeps invariant in two consecutive
iterations, otherwise set to 1.
S 4. iterate S 3 until maxt N (t) − N (t+1) < ε or t > T , then the corresponding visual
words of xi is,
zi = argmin dm (xi , wk )
(4)
16k6M

else t = t + 1, turn to S 2.
3.2. RPCL algorithm. Probabilistic latent semantic analysis, in brief, is a statistical
latent class model that introduces a hidden variable (latent aspect) zk in the generative
process of each element wi in a document dj . Given that the unobservable variable zk ,
each occurrence wi is independent of the document it belongs to, which corresponds to
the following joint probability based on the Bayesian transformation rule.
P (wi , dj ) =

K
∑

P (zk )P (dj |zk )P (wi |zk )

(5)

k=1

where P (zk ) is the probability of latent topic variable zk , P (dj |zk ) and P (wi |zk ) denote
the probabilities of dj and wi occurring in zk , respectively.
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In general, the expectation-maximization algorithm is applied to estimate the parameters of PLSA model through maximizing the log-likelihood function of the observed data.
However, since the traditional EM algorithm is sensitive to the initialization, an important consideration for the PLSA model trained via EM is that its performance is strongly
aﬀected by the initialization of the model. Following the work [17,20], a rival penalized
competitive learning based method is utilized to overcome this deﬁciency and to provide
a good initial estimate of the PLSA model. The core idea behind RPCL is that for each
observation, not only the winner cluster center is pulled toward the observation, but also
the rival (second winner) one is pushed slightly away from it. Note that the following
substitutions are considered to make sure that the model parameters P (zk ), P (dj |zk ) and
P (wi |zk ) satisfy the probability constraint conditions (i.e., sum to 1) during parameter
learning by the RPCL:
/∑K
αk
P (zk ) = e
eαk′
(6)
′
k =1

P (wi |zk ) = eβi|k
P (dj |zk ) = eγj|k

/ ∑M
i′ =1

/ ∑N
′

j =1

β

′
i |k

e
e

γ

′
j |k

(7)
(8)

Based on the above description, the complete RPCL algorithm for initializing the PLSA model can be summarized as follows:
S 1. initialize the parameters Θ = {αk , βi|k , γj|k }K
k=1 randomly and set s = 0 (s denotes
the times of updating Θ so far.
S 2. randomly select an observation pair (wi , dj ) with n(wi , dj ) > 0, and ﬁnd the winner
topic zkc and the rival one zkr :
kc = argmin fk disk (wi , dj )

(9)

k

kr = argmin fk disk (wi , dj )

(10)

k̸=kc

note that where fk denotes the cumulative times of the cluster k being winner,
disk (wi , dj ) = −n(wi , dj ) × log(P (zk )P (wi |zk )P (dj |zk )) denotes the distance between
the observation pair (wi , dj ) and a latent topic zk .
S 3. update the model parameters Θ only for the winner and rival topics:
old
Θnew
kc = Θkc − ηc ∇Θkc diskc (wi , dj )

(11)

old
Θnew
kr = Θkr + ηr ∇Θkr diskr (wi , dj )

(12)

where 0 6 ηc , ηr 6 1 are the learning rates for the winner and rival topics respectively,
∇Θk denotes the derivative of disk (wi , dj ).
S 4. set s = s + 1. If s < T , go to S 2. Otherwise stop the algorithm. Note that T is a
pre-deﬁned maximum times of updating model parameters.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis. In this section, we will ﬁrst introduce the
experimental image dataset and some performance evaluation measures employed in this
paper. Afterwards the results of image annotation are reported and analyzed in detail.
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4.1. Dataset and evaluation measures. To validate the performance of EPLSA model
proposed in this paper, we test it on the Corel5k dataset1 , which is extensively used as
basic comparative data for recent research work in image annotation. Corel5k consists
of 5, 000 images from 50 Corel Stock Photo CD’s. Each CD contains 100 images with
a certain theme (e.g. polar bears), of which 90 are designated to be in the training set
and 10 in the test set, resulting in 4, 500 training images and a balanced 500-image test
collection. Besides, for the sake of fair comparison, similar features to [6] are extracted.
That is, the images are ﬁrst simply divided into a set of 32 × 32-sized blocks, followed by
a 36-dimensional feature vector is calculated for each block, consisting of 24 color features
(auto-correlogram) computed over 8 quantized colors and 3 Manhattan Distances,12 texture features (Gabor ﬁlter) computed over 3 scales and 4 orientations. As a result, each
block is represented as a 36-dimensional feature vector. Finally, each image is represented
as a bag of features based on the BoVW constructed in this paper.
Without loss of generality, the most commonly used metrics precision and recall of
every word in the test set are calculated and the mean of these values is applied to
summarize the model performance. Similar to [7], for a given semantic word, recall=B/C
and precision=B/A, where A is the number of images automatically annotated with a
given word in the top 5 returned word list, B is the number of images correctly annotated
with that keyword in the top 5 returned word list, and C denotes the number of images
having that word in the ground truth annotation. In addition, the top n precision and
coverage rate can be formulated as follows to evaluate the performance of automatic image
annotation, in which top n precision (denoted by top n p(n)) evaluates the precision of top
n ranked annotations for one image whereas top n coverage rate (denoted by top n c(n))
is deﬁned as the percentage of images that are correctly annotated by at least one word
among the ﬁrst n ranked annotations.
1 ∑ precision(i, n)
top n p(n) =
(13)
|T | i∈T
n
top n c(n) =

1 ∑
coverage(i, n)
|T | i∈T

(14)

where precision(i, n) is the number of correct annotations in top n ranked annotations for
image i, T is the test image set and |T | denotes its size. On the contrary, coverage(i, n)
judges whether image i contains correct annotations in the top n ranked ones. If at
least one correct annotation of image i belongs to the top n ranked annotations, then
coverage(i, n) is set to 1, otherwise by 0.
4.2. Results of automatic image annotation. To show the eﬀectiveness of our model
EPLSA, we performed thorough experiments on the Corel5k dataset and compared it with
several previous approaches [4,5,6,8,34]. Table 1 reports the experimental results based
on two sets of words: the subset of 49 best words and the complete set of all 260 words
that occur in the training set, in which ‘Pre.’ is mean precision, ‘Rec.’ is mean recall and
‘Num.’ denotes the number of words with non-zero recall values. From Table 1, it can
be clearly observed that our model markedly outperforms all the others, especially the
ﬁrst two approaches. Meanwhile, it is also superior to PLSA-WORDS, PLSA-FUSION,
CRMR and MBRM by the gains of 16, 12, 5 and 2 words with non-zero recall, 18%, 18%,
13% and 4% mean per-word recall together with 71%, 26%, 9% and 4% mean per-word
precision on the set of 260 words, respectively. Similarly, our model can also achieve
consistent good performance on the set of 49 best words. This validates the eﬀectiveness
1

http://vision.sista.arizona.edu/kobus/research/data/eccv 2002/index.html
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of strategies to suﬃciently exploit the contextual semantic information of visual words and
employ the rival penalized competitive learning method to provide good initial estimate
for the PLSA model. Note that CRMR listed in Table 1 denotes CRM with rectangular
regions as input. More details on it can be gleaned from reference [6].
Table 1. Performance comparison on Corel5k dataset
Models CMRM CRM PLSA-WORDS PLSA-FUSION CRMR MBRM EPLSA
Num.
66
107
108
112
119
122
124
Results on 49 best words
Rec.
0.48
0.70
0.76
0.76
0.75
0.75
0.77
Pre.
0.40
0.59
0.58
0.65
0.72
0.73
0.74
Results on all 260 words
Rec.
0.09
0.19
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.25
0.26
Pre.
0.10
0.16
0.14
0.19
0.22
0.23
0.24
In addition, we compare our model with several state-of-the-art image annotation methods based on the top n precision and coverage rate respectively, including WNM [32] and
RWRM [33]. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (left), it shows the precision of the top n ranked
annotations for the image (n=3,4,5,...,9). Note that the precision decreases gradually
with n increasing from 3 to 9, which reﬂects that the ranking of the words is on average
consistent with the true level of accuracy. It is also worth noting that the precision of
EPLSA is higher than the corresponding ones of WNM and RWRM respectively. On the
other hand, all the coverage rate displayed in Fig. 2 (right) behaves uptrend, and it increases from 51% to 66% for EPLSA, 49% to 65% for RWRM and 39% to 64% for WNM,
which further demonstrates the proposed image annotation model, by constructing the
novel bag-of-visual-words model and introducing the rival penalized competitive learning
algorithm, can eﬃciently boost the performance of semantic based image annotation.

Figure 2. Comparison of top n precision (left) and coverage rate (right)
To better understand the eﬀectiveness of the bag-of-visual-words model constructed in
this paper and the rival penalized competitive learning based method introduced here,
we report experimental results of diﬀerent PLSA models to illustrate their performance
by trial and error. As shown in Table 2, note that the ﬁrst one is the PLSA model
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with traditional bag-of-visual-words model and the traditional EM algorithm (termed as
PLSA), the second one is the PLSA model without rival penalized competitive learning
based method but with the proposed BoVW model (denoted as PLSA-BoVW), and the
third one is just opposite to the second case, that is, PLSA without the proposed BoVW
model but with rival penalized competitive learning based method (denoted as PLSARPCL). Similarly, the most often used metrics including the number of words with nonzero recall, precision and recall of every word in the test set are calculated to summarize
their performance on the set of 260 words. From Table 2, it is clearly observed that
the EPLSA model proposed in this paper can get the best annotation performance. In
addition, it should be noted that the performance of PLSA-BoVW is slightly better than
that of PLSA-RPCL. Of course, all of these models are markedly superior to the basic
PLSA. In sum, we can see that the bag-of-visual-words model and the rival penalized
competitive learning based method, to some extent, play a complementary role to each
other and the combination makes them beneﬁt from each other in the process of automatic
image annotation.
Table 2. Performance comparison of PLSA, PLSA-RPCL, PLSA-BoVW
and EPLSA on Corel5k dataset
Models
PLSA PLSA-RPCL PLSA-BoVW EPLSA
#words with non-zero recall 103
116
119
124
Mean per-word recall
0.18
0.21
0.20
0.26
Mean per-word precision
0.11
0.13
0.15
0.24
To further appreciate the eﬀectiveness of EPLSA for automatic image annotation, Fig.
3 illustrates the performance comparison of precision and recall for PLSA, PLSA-BoVW,
PLSA-RPCL and EPLSA models on Corel5k dataset, respectively. Obviously the performance of EPLSA signiﬁcantly outperforms those of the traditional PLSA, PLSA-BoVW
and PLSA-RPCL models. The improvement is largely attributed to that EPLSA adopts
the improved bag-of-visual-words model to integrate the contextual semantic information
among visual words and the rival penalized competitive learning based method to provide
a good initial estimate.
To further illustrate the eﬀect of EPLSA model for automatic image annotation, Fig.
4 shows some examples of annotation (only six cases are listed here due to the limited
space) produced by PLSA-WORDS and EPLSA model, respectively. It can be clearly
observed that our model can generate more accurate annotation results compared with
the original annotations as well as the ones provided in literature [8]. Taking the ﬁrst
image in the ﬁrst row for example, there exist four tags in the original annotation list.
However, after annotation by the EPLSA model, its annotation is enriched by the other
keyword “wave”, which is very appropriate and reasonable to describe the visual content
of the image. On the other side, it is important to note that the annotation ranking of
the keywords compared to those generated by PLSA-WORDS is more reasonable, which
plays an important role in semantic based image retrieval. This further demonstrates the
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of the proposed EPLSA model for the task of automatic image
annotation.
5. Conclusions and Future Work. Automatic image annotation has attracted extensive researchers owing to its great potentials in image retrieval, whose goal is to ﬁnd
suitable annotation words to represent the visual content of an untagged or noisily tagged
image. In this paper, we have presented an extended probabilistic latent semantic analysis
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0.26
0.24

precision
recall

0.22
0.20
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.10
PLSA

PLSA−RPCL

PLSA−BoVW

EPLSA

Figure 3. Comparison of precision and recall for PLSA, PLSA-RPCL,
PLSA-BoVW and EPLSA on Corel5k dataset

Figure 4. Annotation comparison with PLSA-WORDS and EPLSA
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model for the task of automatic image annotation. Our main contributions are twofold.
First, the traditional bag-of-visual-words model is improved by integrating the contextual semantic information among visual words based on the PLSA. At the same time,
the approximation strategy of pseudo-likelihood in Markov random ﬁeld is introduced to
combine the feature appearance similarity in feature domain and the contextual semantic information in spatial domain. Second, since the traditional EM used to train the
PLSA model is sensitive to its initialization, a rival penalized competitive learning based
method is employed to overcome this deﬁciency and to provide a good initial estimate of
the model. Extensive experiments on Corel5k dataset show that the proposed method is
signiﬁcantly more eﬀective than several state-of-the-art methods regarding their eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency in the task of automatic image annotation.
As for future work, we plan to introduce semi-supervised learning into our approach
to leverage the labeled and unlabeled data simultaneously. In the meanwhile, we will
work on web image annotation by reﬁning more relevant semantic information from web
pages and building more suitable connection between image content features and available
semantic information. In addition, due to the latent topics discovered by PLSA model
are just based on the regions from images while image segmentation is still an open issue.
It is worth noting that inaccurate image segmentation undoubtedly makes the regionbased feature representation imprecise and therefore undermine the performance of the
PLSA-based approaches. So to explore eﬃcient image segmentation methods is helpful
to boost the annotation performance. Furthermore, image segmentation itself is a worthy
research direction. Last but not the least, due to the lack of commonly acceptable image
databases for PLSA related methods evaluation, which results in the phenomenon that
diﬀerent PLSA approaches make use of diﬀerent image datasets for their performance
evaluation and thus it is diﬃcult to make a fair comparison with each other. So some
standard image datasets are expected to be created for researches in the future.
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